Standards Development Solutions & ETools Update

IEEE-SA 802 EC – November 2012 Plenary
2012

- **Communications Plan (Jon R and Christina B)**
  - Meet monthly review/clarify/discuss issues & updates
  - 2 ePoll Tickets (under review)
  - 1 Mentor Ticket (scheduled)
  - 4 myProject Tickets (under review)
  - 5 Attendance Tool Tickets (1 complete needs testing, 1 scheduled, 3 under review)

- **Recent changes (highlights)**
  - Roles enhanced/expanded
  - Manage My PARs – action bug fixed
  - Attendance Admins can manage their own account
  - Attendance bug counting credits
  - Attendance UI fix with double click removing attendance
  - ePoll multiple choice selection
2012 – Project Update

- Sponsor Ballot Offline Comment Resolution (David Law, Jon Rosdahl, Adrian Stephens)
  - Development in process
  - Possible beta with 802.3 in January 2013
  - Scheduled roll out: delayed
QUESTIONS?

Contact: Christina Boyce (c.boyce@ieee.org)
Submit Issues to: solutions-support@standards.ieee.org